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AGR FUEL PIN PELLET-CLAD INTERACTION FAILURE LIMITS
AND ACTIVITY RELEASE FRACTIONS

H. Hughes UKAEA Springfields
R. Hargreaves UKAEA Windscale

Power cycling endurances of AGR fuel pins have been determined for expected
and accelerated power end clad temperature cycles, varying clad material and
thickness and pellet bore size. Uprating limits have been investigated by
axial and radial shuffling of fuel elements and by uprating the whole Windscale
AGR core from prolonged running at 3/4 power to full power and transiently
to 130% of full power. Failure from fuel swelling is confined to solid pellet
fuel. The key mechanisms determinin these observations and producing the
improved performance of the developed Civil AGR fuel are emphasised and their
modelling by the computer code SLEUTH described.

Axial ratchetting from the clad straining at reactor trips being only
partially reversed at power has been studied by post-irradiation metrology
and modelled by the code DELTAL.

Clad embrittlement from grain boundary helium gas bubble generation has
been measured by internally pressurising irradiated pins to failure at 700
to 900°C. The measured dependence of ductility on helium concentration, stress
and temperature are compared-with theoretical predictions.

Activity measurements on pins with small defects show that less than 10%
of the radio-iodine is released from the clad-fuel interspace compared to all
the noble gases; this is attributed to trapping by Csl. Continued operation
of such defected pins showed release fractions of 1311 two orders of magnitude
less than 133Xe of similar half-life. Post-irradiation analyses showed volatile
fission product depletion to be confined to the defect neighbourhood suggesting
local oxidation as the cause.

Experiments in loops in the PLUTO reactor to investigate further activity
release and pellet-clad interaction in fault transients are in preparation.
Pellet-clad interaction does not limit the design burn-up of Civil AGR fuel
and a substantial increase in this is planned.
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INTRODUCTION

The fuel pin in the British Civil Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (CAGR) consists
of a 1 m stack of hollow UO2 pellets 14.5 mm in diameter within a 0.4 mm thick
roughened stainless steel can. The fuel element consists of 36 pins in three
rings held by a grid and two braces within a graphite sleeve. Eight elements
strung on a Nimonic PE16 tie bar and loaded as a unit occupy a fuel channel
in the graphite moderator. The 324 fuel stringers in a reactor produce 600
HW net electrical output, 1500 MW thermal.

The development of this fuel design in the Windscale prototype reactor
(WAGR) was comprehensively described at the 1982 BNES Conference.0) The development
potential of the fuel and the design and material changes that are being considered
for introduction in the immediate future have also been reviewed recently.(2)

This paper surveys work to establish the limiting conditions for operating
this fuel so as to withstand pellet-clad interaction failure and the activity
released on failure and during continued operation of defected fuel. This
behaviour is of particular interest in gas cooled power reactors because of
the high temperatures at which the cladding operates. In the CAGRs, this temperature
can exceed 750'X; the clad is then so weak that creep under the coolant pressure
of 4 MPa eliminates any pellet-clad gap in about an hour so that the clad has
to follow all the pellets' dimensional changes accompanying operational power
variations. Various ratchet mechanisms cause tensile strains to accumulate
locally which can eventually produce failure despite the generally high ductility
of the clad.

An example is shown in Fig. 1 of a pin subjected' to 476 major power cycles
where gross thinning of the clad is observed above most of the fuel cracks.
The clad tested here was a ferritic steel which is weaker and more ductile
than the standard austenitic cladding so that the strain concentrations are
immediately apparent. Magnified views of the local thinning and fracture on
power increases with standard fuel are shown in Fig. 2.

POWER CYCLING ENDURANCE

Over 30 tests have been performed in which fuel pins have been subjected
to up to 2000 cycles of typically 12 hour duration with the reduction from
full pov?r varying from 30 to 60%. Clad temperatures ranged between 700 and
800°C with the temperature change between high and low powers varying between
± 50°C. Reduced clad temperature with increased power is not typical of reactor
operation but is a means of accelerating the tests by increasing the differential
thermal expansion. Weaker (ferritic) and stronger (nitrided 20 Cr/25 Ni/Ti
steel) clads have been tested along with the standard 20/25/Nb steel. Clad
thickness varied from 0.25 to 0.55 mm. Both hollow and solid pellets were
tested. A few pins were tested with interlayers between pellet and clad but
the benefits did not justify further development. Fuel burn-ups were generally
low despite prior dwells in some cases to complete the helium generation from
BlO-n reactions before cycling. Details of the individual tests are given
in Ref. 3.

In modelling this experience the dominant factor is pellet cracking as
is evident from Figs 1 and 2. it is the widening of fuel cracks at the pellet
surface on power increases which produces the local thinning and fracture of
the clad immediately above them. It can be shown(4) that the hoop stress in
the clad on power increases at- an angle 0 from the sparest crack.is:

°e = (°e = 0 + PR/t) exp (- vQ) - PR/t
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where p is the friction coefficient at the pellet-clad interface and -PR/t
is the hoop stress in a free standing clad. The strain distribution follows
from this given the creep equation and it is readily shown that integration
over a complete power cycle results in a net local tensile strain despite a
zero mean strain. For example, the compressive creep phase would be uniform
if the clad were free standing.

The calculation of the fuel crack widening on power increases and the
resulting tensile strain and damage accumulation in the clad is the major objective
of the computer code SLEUTH. (5) The gradual closure of the fuel cracks by creep
under the coolant pressure contributes greatly to prolonging the power cycling
endurance as the pellet's thermal expansion and contraction are then mainly
accommodated by closing and opening of internal cracks (as shown in Fig. 3)
which does not strain the clad. The poorer endurance of solid pel letted fuel
is attributable to its greater resistance to such compaction. Cycling with
only a small fraction of the time spent at full power can be shown to maintain
the crack width distribution shown in Fig. 3a and was used to accelerate the
rate of damage accumulation.

The strongest clad tested (the dispersion strengthened "TiN" alloy) would
allow almost complete operational flexibility but the cheaper standard clad
is adequate for the mainly base load operation natural for a system with minimum
fuel costs. Cycling currently mainly arises from on-load refuelling.

Several thousand small power cycles of 6% amplitude and 6 hours duration
were imposed on the fuel core of the Windscale AGR without detectable effect.

LIMITING AXIAL EXTENSIONS

Much information on pellet-clad interaction mechanisms in AGRs can be
deduced from the dimensional changes in irradiated pins. Of particular interest
were the gradual length increases of about 10 mm in elements 7 and 8 of the
initial charge fuel with the accompanying development of gaps in the pellet
stack. Clad creep collapse and doming of the flat end cap base into these
gaps are potential failure mechanisms. Variations in the spacing of the cooling
ribs provide a measure of local axial strains; these revealed compressions
of up to 10% over gaps balanced by tensile strains elsewhere.(?)

The code DELTAL(?) models an axial ratchetting process at each reactor
trip which is most pronounced near the channel outlet (element 8) where the
differential expansions are greatest. At the trip the clad contracts more
than the fuel and is plastically strained both hoopwise and axially. On restoring
power the strained clad expands off the fuel allowing the pellets to restack.
Continued tull power running completes tne cycle with clad creep down reversing

the plastic hoop strain increment but with the tensile axial straining only
slowly and partially reversed as this does not occur at all while the clad
is free standing and afterwards is confined to the immediate vicinity of the
gaps, friction preventing relative movement elsewhere.

Anti-stacking grooves are included in the pin design to distribute the
axial ratchetting extension over the pin length; in consequence only short
gaps form which.can be removed by axial compressive creep. It proved necessary
to increase the number of anti-stacking grooves from 14 to 22 per pin and. to
thicken the end cap base in the CAGR feed fuel so as to contain these deformations.
-This- late, development in. thp. pin design is attributable to end cap doming beinq
much less apparent in pins irradiated in the Windscale prototype due to its
coolant pressure being only half that of the Civil stations.
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UP-RATING FAILURE LIMITS

Up-rating failures with an early pin design comprising solid pellets and
a less ductile clad could readily be produced in WAGR by radially or axially
shuffling fuel elements to give power increases of about 40%. Suggestions
to use shuffling as part of the fuel management scheme were abandoned at this
stage.

It has proved very difficult to fail the current hollow fuel design by
similar means. Several thousand pin up-rates of > 10% from WAGR have been
sorted by a simple model which compared the differential expansion against
the available ductility. The most severe up-rates were then subject to detailed
analysis using the SLEUTH code. This indicated that only 36 pins, grouped
in four fuel elements were at significant risk and the four observed failures
all come from this group. A common feature of these high risk pins was a cross
pin gradient of >50°C, about twice the normal value.

The difficulty in modelling this experience is to understand how a single
up-rate can cause failure when power cycling failures typically require several
hundred up-rates of similar magnitude. With a strong cladding the explanation
is simple; the clad remains free standing during the low power phases of power
cycling and so is only stretched appreciably when the peak power is increased.

In AGRs, other explanations are required. Three factors in the SLEUTH
model(5) are particularly relevant. The first, already illustrated in Fig.
3, is that in power cycling (but not in up-rates) much of the pellet's expansion
can be accommodated by closing internal cracks.

Secondly, the higher rating in up-rates strains the clad through increased
ridge heights, (the increased diameter of pellet ends). Fig. 4 shows the measured
relationship in CAGR fuel between ridge height and peak rating. (8) The values
are maxima for stacks of five pellets between anti-stacking grooves, corrected
for changes in wall thickness from axial ratchetting. Below element 4 th?
greater clad strength yields lower values.

Finally, a newly up-rated pellet leads to the same clad stresses over
each fuel crack as the fragments are free to rotate (Fig. 3a, contrast Figs
3b and 3c). Constant stress in the presence of a cross pin gradient leads
to a strain concentration on the hot side from the sharp temperature dependence
of the creep process.

Confidence in the up-rating performance of the current AGR fuel is endorsed
by several deliberately induced up-rates of the whole WAGR core.. On two occasions
the reactor was run for several months at £ power and then rapidly raised to
full power with and then without a prior reactor shut-down. A shut-down is
an alleviating feature as the clad strains developed on cooling provide space
for the pellet's expansion at the up-rate. The one element to fail had been
shuffled prior to the I power dwell so as to maintain its previous rating.

In the final experiment before decommissioning WAGR the whofe reactor
core was up-rated transiently to 130% of full power.with peak clad temperatures
rising to 800°C and 900°C without any failures. (9) In loop experiments a new
fuel stringer was subjected to a power induced transient where the peak clad
temperature reached 1340°C (i.e. very close to the melting point) without "damage.I10'
Slow flow starvation induced transients on a new and two irradiated stringers
culminated in peak clad temperatures of about 128O°C. A small BCD signal (less
than twice background) following .the transient suggested a small pin failure
in one of the irradiated stringers. '
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FUEL SWELLING FAILURE LIMITS

Only one failure attributable entirely to fuel swelling has been observed.
This was in an early non-standard pin with solid pellets and a less ductile
and thinner clad. It occurred four hours after a channel gagging operation
caused a rise of 300°C in peak cladding temperature. The immediate differential
expansion would lift the clad off the fuel but it would creep down again rapidly
and the necessary tensile strain would then be developed by gas bubble swelling
as fission gas diffuses from the fuel grains. Post-irradiation microscopy
confirmed the presence of abnormally large gas bubble porosity at the UO2 grain
boundaries.

Similar gas bubble swelling is believed to have contributed to the up-
rating failures in shuffled solid pelletted fuel, particularly as the failures
occurred hours, or even days, after the up-rating. The improved up-rating
performance of hollow fuel can then be attributed to its lower fuel temperatures
and the availability of the bore to accommodate any swelling.

The modelling of these processes by the SLEUTH code, which gives a reasonable
representation of these observations, involves the calculation of the gas bubble
porosity throughout the irradiation.(5) it takes account of the diffusion of
gas to the grain boundaries, resolution processes, the equilibrium bubble size
at the varying operating conditions and the rate of approach to this equilibrium
which is controlled by the UO2 self-diffusion rate on the grain surfaces.

Peak fuel operating temperatures in the civil AGRs are far too low for
appreciable bubble mobility and both gas bubble swelling and gas release are
very small.(18) This minimises any tendency for gas bubble swelling near the
pellet bore to oppose the beneficial compaction of the pellet illustrated in
Fig. 3.

DUCTILITY OF IRRADIATED AGR CLADDING

The preceding analyses of the observed failure limits from pallet clad
mechanical interactions rely on a knowledge of the available clad ductility
at any time. The embrittlement that dominates such failure analyses requires
the simultaneous presence of irradiation produced helium, fpg^ temperature
and high stress (or rapid strain rates).

The fuel cladding material is a niobium stabilised austenitic steel based
on the composition 20 wt. per cent Cr, 25 wt. per cent Ni. In common with
other steels of this type, the high temperature ductility is reduced as a consequence
of irradiation. It is well established(ll) that this reduction in ductility
is due to the formation of grain boundary helium gas bubbles which can act
as cavity nuclei during high temperature deformation. Helium arises from thermal
neutron reactions involving the trace impurity boron and from the two stage
reaction with nickel.

BIO + n * Li + He

Ni58 + IT - Ni59 +• n * Fe56 + He

A contribution also arises from fast neutron threshold reactions with Fe, Cr
and Ni.

The ability of a helium bubble to act as a cavity nucleus depends in part
upon its equilibrium radius in the unstressed condition (r) and the applied
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stress ( o ) ; stress induced growth is possible when r > 0.76 y/o H4) where
Y is the surface energy. Often the observed bubble radii are not large enough
to meet the condition for stress induced growth. However, Beere(^) has recently
developed a irodel which indicates that small amounts of grain boundary sliding
associated with high temperature deformation will allow helium bubbles to grow
by a coalescing mechanism. Additionally, the model concludes that ductility
(E ) will vary inversly as the product of the applied stress and the square
root of the total helium concentration (He) i.e. c a I/a /He.

The influence of irradiation on the ductility of AGR cladding has been
investigated experimentally. In this work irradiated fuel pins removed from
AGRs were heated to the required test temperature in the range 700 to 900°C
and internally presssurised with argon gas. The time required to cause rupture
and the ductility, defined as the percentage increase in diameter at the point
of failure, were measured. The rupture times and the test procedure have been
reported previously. (6) The tested pins covered the helium range 0.5 to 30
atom ppm while the average temperature at which the pin cladding had been irradiated
(Ti) covered the range ~ 623-1123K.

To investigate the influence of test and irradiation conditions on ductility,
the experimental data were fitted by a multiple regression procedure to an
equation of the form:

log ( 0 = constant + AT log o + B log He + CTi

where T is the test temperature (K), o the hoop stress (MPa), He the clad helium
content (atom ppm) and Ti the average irradiation temperature of the cladding
(K); e is expressed in per cent strain. The coefficients A, B and C were calculated
in the regression analysis. Ninety-six data points were analysed covering
He > 4 atom ppm and a> 30 MPa since these conditions are of most interest.
The values of the coefficients obtained and their standard errors are:

Coefficient " " ^

A -5.0136 x 10-4 1.64 x 10"4

B -0.582 0.091

C -1.224 x 10-3 0.264 x 10"3

The coefficients were all significant and the residual standard deviation of
log ( 0 corresponded to 0.208, i.e. a factor of X/T 1.6 on e. Thus, it would
appear that, bearing in mind the standard error of the coefficient B, the observed
dependence on helium concentration is consistent with that predicted by Beere's
model. The observed stress dependence is, on the other hand, generally less
than the inverse dependence predicted_ by the same model; e.g. at a typical
test temperature' of 1173K, e a i/aO.53 However, the agreement is close enough
to give a physical basis for the empirical equation with coefficients given
above and this equation has been adopted for general use in the endurance codes.

PIN FAILURE AND CONSEQUENT FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

The consequences, for radioactive fission product release, of pin failure
in advanced gas-cooled reactors" can be dealt with in two categories:
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(a) Fission product release when the pin fails.

(b) Release from the pin during continued operation after failure.

Work has been carried out to investigate both these categories over a wide
rang? of conditions.

RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS FROM THE PIN ON FAILURE

As part of the AGR fuel development programme, a number of fuel pin assemblies
in the Windscale AGR have been irradiated at surface temperatures and fuel
ratings sufficiently high to lead to high internal gas pressures in the pins.
Some of these pins have failed during service and the release of radioactive
fission products to the coolant measured using an on-line Y-spectrometer.(16)

Such pins fail by the development of a short (~ 2 mm) axial crack in the
cladding at the hottest position on the clad body. This type of crack is similar
to that produced in out-of-pile testing of irradiated fuel pins and is typical
of creep-rupture failures produced by internal gas pressure. Many in-pile
measurements of fission product release on pin failure by this mechanism have
shown that typically, less than ]0% of the radio-iodine in the clad-fuel interspace
is released, compared with complete release of the rare gases from the interspace.

These measurements have been interpreted quantitatively by means of a
model based on the proposition that all iodine in the clad-fuel interspace
is combined with caesium as Csl. The vapour pressure of this chemical species
determines the fraction of iodine in the vapour phase within the pin and hence
the quantity of iodine which can be released on pin failure. Because stable
and radioactive iodine are equally able to combine with caesium, the relatively
large quantity of stable and long-lived iodine compared with radioactive species,
tends further to reduce the release of radio-iodine.

In contrast with the above, measurements made of the radio-iodine release
from a pin which failed by clad/fuel mechanical interaction (PCI) leading to
a cladding crack several cm in length, showed no retention of iodine relative
to the rare gases. (16) This is interpreted as providing evidence for the influence
of free ingress of coolant, leading to sweeping out of volatile species from
the pin.

RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS FROM FAILED PINS DURING CONTINUED OPERATION

As part of a series of experiments prior to final shut-down of the WAGR
on completion of its planned experimental programme, work was carried out to
investigate the release of volatile and gaseous fission products from pins
containing known cladding defects. Two separate experiments were performed
in which pins, which had previously failed by high internal gas pressure, were
re-irradiated for ~ 30 days of normal reactor operation. Detailed measurements
of 1311, 137Cs and the radioactive noble gases in the coolant were made throughout
the experiments. These clearly demonstrated the very low release rate of 1311,
relative to 133Xe, a noble gas with a similar half-life. A release rate for
1311 some two orders of magnitude lower than that for 133Xe was measured throughout
both experiments. Only very small releases of 137Cs were detected during steady-
state operation.(17) These experiments demonstrated the generally benign behaviour
of such defect fuel in the AGR system.

Fuel from these experiments tras now be err discharged from- the reactor ar.d
subjected to detailed post-irradiation examination at the Windscale Nuclear
Laboratories. This work is not yet complete but the following observations
can be made:



(a) Measurements made on adjacent unfailed pins show high internal pressure
and confirm that the initial failure in the defect pin had been caused
by excess internal pressure. This observation helps to confirm the
use of fiss on product analysis in the coolant as a diagnostic tool
for failure characterisation.

(b) Radial distributions of fission products in the fuel pellets at a
series of axial locations along the failed pin, made using an electron
probe micro analyser (EPMA), show volatile fission product depletion
of the fuel section close to the defect to be much greater than that
remote from the defect in the cladding (see Fig. 5).

MODELLING DEFECT FUEL BEHAVIOUR

Point (b) above is important in modelling fuel behaviour. When a pin
fails, ingress of coolant can lead to fission product release from the fuel
by two distinct mechanisms:

(a) By degrading the clad/fuel interface thermal conductance and thus
increasing the fuel temperature, leading in turn to enhanced diffusion
fission product release.

(b) By oxidising the fuel and thus increasing the rate of diffusion of
fission products in the UO2 matrix.

In the experiment described here, the localised nature of the fission product
release supports the latter mechanism as being the more important of the two.
This is important because it provides further evidence to support the view

that fission product release from defect fuel will be dependent on the size
of the rupture in the cladding. A long axial crack, typical of PCI failures,
would be expected to lead to greater release rates than a short crack, typical
of failure due to excess internal pressure.

FUTURE EXPERIMENTAL WORK

To provide further data on the release of volatile fission products from
failed pins over a wide range of irradiation conditions, a series of experiments
is to be carried out in the PLUTO reactor at AERE 'Harwell. Using a gas-cooled
loop equipped with extensive instrumentation for coolant y-spectrometry and
sampling, short pins fabricated from irradiated WAGRfuel will be made to fail
under controlled conditions of internal pressure or PCI. The release of fission
products on initial failure and during a subsequent short period of irradiation
will be measured. In this way it is intended to provide further verification
of the model for volatile fission product release.

In another loop in the PLUTO reactor full size irradiated pins from the
Civil AGRs will be subjected to reactivity and flow transients which can double
the normal rating and raise the clad temperature to melting over about half
the pin length. This will explore the limiting behaviour of the fuel under
fault transients. Precise metrology before and after the transient shuld give
a direct measure of pellet-clad interaction. Neighbouring instrumented monitor
pins and extensive loop instrumentation should provide detailed knowledge of
the operating conditions. By testing fairly large amounts of fuel by means
of a nine pin assembly statistical uncertainties from the pellet fragmentation
and the spread in clad ductilities should be minimised.
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CONCLUSIONS

The limiting conditions beyond which pellet-clad interaction can fail
AGR fuel are describe L They have been determined by many experiments involving
post-irradiation examination and testing, loop experiments and cycling and
up-rating of both individual fuel stringers and the whole WAGR core. The mechanisms
causing this interaction are well understood and are quantitatively expressed
in computer codes. Strain concentration effects over fuel cracks determine
power cycling endurances while additional strain concentrations at clad ridges
and from cross pin t mperature gradients contribute to up-rating failures.
An equation summarising tube burst test data so as to determine the ductility
available at any transient is given.

The hollow fuel and more ductile clad of the Civil AGR fuel pins leads
to a much improved performance over the original fuel design. The Civil AGRs
operate well within these limiting conditions and substantial increases beyond
the design burn-up are confidently expected. (2)

The activity release on pin failure and its development during continued
operation of failed fuel have also been investigated. A retention of radio-
iodine and caesium of 90-99% compared to the noble gases has been demonstrated.
Measured fision gas releases into the free volume of Civil AGR fuel pins have
been very low (< 0.1%).(18)
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THE OUTER LIGHT AND DARK ANNULI ARE THE
MOUNTING RING AND RESIN

FIG.1. POWER CYCLING FAILURE WITH NON
STANDARD (PERRITIC) CLADDING

POWER-CYCLING'

FIG. 2. STRAIN CONCENTRATION IN ' POWER-IN CREASE" FAILURES
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FIRST GOING TO POWER (b) AT POWER AFTER CLAD
AND PELLET CREEP
INWARDS UNDER THE
COOLANT PRESSURE

(c) ON POWER REDUCTION
AFTER CREEP

FIG. 3. FUEL PELLET CRACK WIDTH VARIATION DURING IRRADIATION
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